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The BOundary of Understandin g and

           Sociometric Method

in Counseling and Psychotherapy

Kazuko Murayama

●

1 Sociometric Method and Referral ・．

      Acoording to Ohlsen's ＊“Guidancs Service in the Modern

School” the use of sociometric appraisal and referral is introduced

to be one of the effectii ve methods in guidance of students who

have problems． The writer learned that American psycho］ogists

and psychoanalists who are taking eclectic m othod in counseli．ng

very often utilize the method of Sosiometric appraisal and referral．

Not only for gathering informations about the student or asking

help'
翌???the problem surpasses the counselor's area of study，

but also for a kind of environmental therapy including disciplinary

purposes． So to say， all the peop）e who have connection with the

stu dent are asked to work with the counselor． As f or the metho d

of counseling， Mr． Masaharu Takahashi ・＊＊ mentions in his book

that in America 750／o of al］ chil d guidance elinics are utilj．zing

pri：marily psychoanalysis a：nd secoエ1darily  eclectic method． In

耳urope， psychoana】ysis is 60％i：n， the first and secondarily ec】ectic，

whi］e in Japan， Rogers metho d comes first． Accordingly， the

＊ M．M． Ohlsen ： Guidance Service in the Modern School， New York

                1963 p． 106， 132-33， 142

＊' Masaharu Tq．kLaLh／gs，bLl．hi ：一一S．zi”tt／eraPz IVtt．on，．1一'orm1！y-g“．L9…6”一3．”一．一．一．． ．．．．．．．．．．．．．
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 writer assumes that most American counsel ors are using sociometric

  appraisal and referral in their counseling process．

       There are certain merits in the application of sociometric

 appraisa］ and referra］：

  1） Th6 couhselor can learn the many sides of'his c］ient's

     personality through the anec dotal reports．

  2） The client has a chance to grow or adjust while being watched

     by people who hre deeply concerned and wish him happiness．

     But those merits are based on the assumption that the people

     who are referred to or asked to observe the client whou］d be

     all good willed， having no prejudice and able to observe and

      evaluate correctly． Hence this way of guidance is on the side

     of idealism and cannot be whole heartedly relied uPon．

    Demerit of sociometric appraisal and referra1

1． Difficulty in choosing appropriate peoPle

       People who are referred to are usually teachers， ministers，

  responsible persons of the clubs or groups to which the client

belongs， or certain persons in the place he is working． Whi］e

  p60ple who participate in sociometric appraisal can be anybody

  who has contact with the client， as many peop］e as possib］e are

  needed to give a fair arid correct openions． Even authoriz6d

  people who are referred to are not always apptbpriate to obServe

  and watch the person who has problems．

       The criteria for choosing an appropriate person for socio-

  metric appraisals are as follows：

  （1） A person who can keep a secret

     Those who like to gossip are not qua］ified．

  （2） Aperson who can accept not only his own type but' those

                            （ 47 ）



     who be］ong to a different type 一一 who have different purpose

     of life， different tastes，

 （3） abilities， talents， ways of thinking， inte］ligence levels， health

     condition・and so on．，

 （3） 'A person who is fair in observation and judgement

     a） A porson who has a complex cannot be fair一一 especial］y

         an inferiority complex towards somebody or certain

         qualities of the client （outlook， position or property）．

         This person，often'makes false representations of the

         client and tries to m．ake himself important utilizing the

         chance he is given

     b） A person who is a ri val in any field with the client is

         to be avoided．

     c） Aperson who sticks to his opinion or finds it easy to

         have prejudice or malice is to be avoided．

  （4） a person who．respects the student as a personality
                                  ヤ

  （s） a sensitive but not traecherous person

      Outline of Rogers' ＊ explanatiori about respecting clients'

personality in ““Counseling and Psychotherapy” is as follows：

．．．．．．．．．．The．second quality of an efficieht counselor is respect of

the client's personality． ff the client is really trying to achieve the

goal which he himself chose， the therapist should arrange the

relationship in， which the client can． develop his persoエ1ality． However，

a person who is eager to convert a client's charactor， or unconsi-

ously tries hard to push the cliertt into the image he himself drew，

＊ Carl Rogersl Counseling and Psychotherapy translated by F． Tomoda，

 1960 Tokyo P．327
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 cannot be a counse］or． He should accept the clients as they are，

 and should give them freedom of choice and freedom to solve their

 problem by themselves．

       Usua］ly the people who participate in sociometric appraisal

 are just common people with much variety， so ， counselors paust

  remember that they cannot swallow all the information pedple give．

  Phyl lis Greenace and' Patterson ＊＊ mention that a counselor's

character or his own problems relate to the process and results of

  counseling． The writer thinks that， in the same way the characters

  of those who give sociemetric appraisals affect the information．

  ”The situation of counseling often gives a chance for the counse］ors

  to fulfill their need to be 1／oved and to be important which is the

  deepest and o］dest desire of human beings．”

  ““Those who have a need to teach （beg．inners who have teaching

  experience are usually so） have an inevitable tendency for desiring

  to be superior to others， to dominate， and to lead the clients to a

  solution of the prob］em．， And they some仁imes push clients hard to

 ，improve and change by皿eans of suggestions， persuasion and so on．

  2． Stiin．ulation of the clients

        It seerns that the pegple who kngw the student's prob］ems apd

  process of treatment and what is going on about him， woul d often

  like to give hint＄ or say teasing words to him． They， because of

  the human tendency， may feel superior． to him， knowing his secrets．

  However， this will stimulate him． ln case the observation and

  ＊“ C． Patterson ： Counseling and Psychotherapy translated b'y H． lto， p．，55

  ＊＊ Phyllis Greenace 1 cited in Counseling anq Psychotherapy by C． Patterson

                     p， 55
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hypothesis is not true， the student will feel sad， hurt， irritated，

annoyed and feel resistance， becquse he cannot argue with the vague

hints． ll he argues， lie， wil］ be said neurotic． And even when the

issue is cloSe to the truth， still he may fee］ very unp］easant． All

these reaction are not desirab］e ones but cause another． new prob］em

of adjustpaent for the student． To hint something about his prob］em

itself is in the bounds of psycho］ogical discipline or．therapy and

the person who would do this must be a qualified one whom the

studept respects． When any discipline is applied on the student，

based on a false hypothesis the result would be undoubtedly negative．

Needless to say， all must be very careful not to gossip the student．

The counselor's hypothesis may be taken' like a diagnosis or truth

and might become a rumor in the process of spreadi ng the news

from mouth to ear． Consequently this will make him fee］ isolated

from his friends and make adjustment difficult．

3・ It is difficu】t for a．counselor to arrange the info．r血ation from・

  people who'have connection with the student， and judge 'which is

  really useful for making diagnosis and枕eatment．           ・

      At 'the case conferences， which are usually had in the course

of counse］ing and therapy by schoo］ psychologists and others who

have re］ation with the student， untrained people， especially those

who have prejudice， are not flexible and tend to stick to their own

opj-nions （so'metimes they even try to bring'evi．dence which wi］1

back their opinions）． But the counselor remains f］exible． Hence

the result is that the counselor is apt to be drawn to other's opinion

andエnisjudge the situation， ． to avoid these defects：

  1） People who have contact with the student are offended if they

                            （ r，O）
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   were not told the detai．］s of the student's problems． However，

   the counselor ．should be very careful not to tell t'oo much and

   he should be careful that as few people as possib］e know about

   the probleエn．

 2） Training of people and exclusion of unsuitable people for

     sociometric work

         If the counselor thj．nks that at the teamwork of people

   around the student is needed for i：nユprovem．ent of the student，

   he should pay the utmost care in choosin'g the team and

   educate the team， According to Patterson； the counselor can

   give the clinincal information of his counselee， on］y to a few

   ］imited persons， They are the type of persons in whom the

   counselee himself has confidence to think that they are really

   in the side of the counse］or's endeavour to help the counselee．）

   As for the infornation which exceed the usually permitted

   bbundary， the． counselor muSt get his counselee's permission before

    he actual］y takes action． He should do anything which will prom-

   ote his counselee's・ welfare． According to L． M． Brammer．and E．

    L． Shostrorn一＊＊ ““lt is unwise and impractical to refer a student

    to community agencies without the knowledge，'consent and

   cooperation of his parents． （He states of the referre］ to commu-

   nity agencies， but the way will be applied to other cases such

    as to church， his employer and so on．）

3） When the counselor strongly needs information from people to

    anal yze

' C． Pattersonl Counseling and Psychotherapy， translated by H． lto p．52

＊＊L．M． Bra皿mer and E． L． Shostrom：Therapeutic PsychologY， N． J．

  USA 1964， p．125 ・
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     the case for the student inspite of si．de effects， he should

   pay attention to the relations between each person， ．．and identify

   each person's character and adjustment， their attitu de toward-s

   life， and their true feelings towards the student， He must be

   minute and prudent in taking in the information and， giving any

    diagnosis． Taking in those conditions in his'consideration， it

    would be wiser to simply gather appraisal not letting people

    know why he need＄ the infor'mation．

Consideration and conclusion

      From above mentioned materia］s， the following points are

considered：

x
．   So血e side effects surely accompany the sociometric works．

   Some df the people，who are informed about the client are apt

   to have misconceptioris and come to see him through co］ored

   glasses． Once they have become mistaken， it'becomes another

   means of l血isunder6tanding， because'the student will react to

   the issue． Thus misunderstariding becorn．es ］arger and-aggravates

   the ， studerit's problem， and he aga in will react to 'it． Carl

   Manninger＊ states that aJ］ the behavior of human beings can be

    induced to S-R （stimulus and responses） Form-ula． The student

    wi］］ become nervous and someti'mes will resist the counselj．ng

    relationship and that will cause further maladjustment to the

    environmeエ1t． That， in tum， hinder the integration of his

    petsona］ity， and may causes neurosis．

2． Discipline and insight

＊K．A． LManninger： The Human Mind translated by H． Furusawa， 1960，
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    E．G． Williamson-i‘”‘ mentions as fo］lows about discip］ine of ．

    students 」．n '”Counseling and Discip］ine”．

    ““If the counse／or tqkes the attitude to chase the cause of

    problem， he needs time， patience and insight． Discipline should

    be approached not through the punishment． There were no

    students wbo did not feel gratefu］ when he was shown the

    weak point of his character wi．th sincere concern and symPathy．”

    The ． counse］or who takes directive ways of discipline wi］］

    need to make careful checks on the information and cumulative

    data whether it is true or not． Then he can ascertain his

    diagnosis and give friendly persuasion．

      Rogers'“'： point of view is that most of maladjustments and

ill behavior are caused of the client's emotional barrier． He thinks

any data on his client does'
獅盾煤C give any assistance to his therapy．

Acounselor must not have any bias because o士the data． He' 狽窒奄?刀D

to ease out hiS c】ie：nt's emotion and he］p theエn to reach the i：nsight．

He says that the most valuab］e insight is reached by the c］ient

himself when the latter was helped to see himself and his prob］em

c］Qse］y．＊ 堰e lnsight is not the experience which he is for，ced to' reach．

but of that attained by himself．＊＊＊ When the counsllor suggests

the insight which is not expressed but repressed， the client will

rese：n，t it and resist， and the cou：nseliエlg re］ation ：may be distroyed．

The writer agrees ' 盾?thi，s point and think that it is most

important to' help the client to ．attain his own insight but the

couhselor must be awate that some type； of clients are very

sensitive and will be af｛ected by the counselor's s13．ghtest hints．

＊“ E．G． Williamson and J．D． Foley： Counseling and Discipline， USA

＊'lbid p．33， 1”＊lbid p．264 ＊“＊lbid p，189
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Or theY will fee］ too much obligation to the counselor and feel

u：n：nesessary guilty feelings． Som．e of the狐  feel guilty at the

・・岨・el・で・unt・u・・ug9・・ti・n・in・eality．h・h・・n・・ea・・n t・feel

guilty． According to Rogers， ＊＊＊＊＊ the c］ient， who attains his own

insight， reflects it on his behavior． That is' 狽??most val．uable insight．

Jh case the result was not reve' ＝ned， i．t must be' 狽??c6unse］or's

insight and not．his own． The writer is afraid that the client can not

reflect his insight when the c l ient's environment prevents the

realization of his．insight even when． the iエ1sight is his ow：n． In． that

casg， the writer ． assumes that the counselor shou］d try to remove the

true cause pf his client's ma）adjustment． According to Rogers， the

counselor must always stay with elient's emotion but not with the

knowJedge and fact he hears from the c）ient'． He never p］ays the

role of authority trying to know everything． He stands on the

opposite view from psychoanalysis on this point． Rogers thinks

that the approaqh of ＊＊＊＊ psychoana］isis will retard the remedy of

the clients． ln the process of psychoana］isis， the counse］or chases

the cause and points j．t out to the counse］ee． That means showing

the insight to which the client is not ready． （And moreover analist

is not always right） The wirter thinks that it will be successful when

if it is brought out by an experienced ana］ist in the courSe of

talking which is made by the client in the shape of the c］ient's own

insight he］ped by the analist． To attajn this goal the counselor

must be patient and wise， and the client must be sensi tive and

thoughtful． But virhen the analist is not right， he wi］］ make his

client resept， and the counse］ing situation wi］］ break．

““““＊Ibid p．165 ＊“““Ibid p．251
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      The question which is m．ore effectj．ve in the process of

cou：nseli：ng to remai：n always inエ10n-diエective way putting e：mphasis

on client centered， or approach the probl em by eclectj．c method

som．etimes taking up psychoana］ysis and sometim．es collecting

anecdota］ evidences is very difficult to tell． How to approach

would be decided takiエ1g i：nto consideration．the clients' age，

character， intelligence， and the type of the problem， No wonder

th。t P。tt・，・。n＊say。' 狽?Bt it皿ight b・g。。d t。・uit th・w・y・f

counseling to'the counselee's tasts． The eclectic rr）．ethod taking in

sociorn．etric appraisal and referral in it， may be successful for very

young people in very friendly ' モ奄窒モ撃?C but not for the grown ups

who usuaUy are i：n．the midst of various unrevealed coエ1flicts between

people． Or some grown ups are tough enough to get through． the

pressure of stimulation， but sensitive people cannot． As for the

ihtelligence level of the client， tests would not be given， which-

ever test it might be， unless the client waエ1ts to have it． The

writer is rather in the side of c］i．ent centered． A counselor woUld

be ofteエ1 tempted to a：nalyze the client or try to ：m．ake a：necdotal

evidences or moved by the sociometric appraisal． However， the

most important is adjustment of the student． The above mentioned

methods 'm．ay satisfy the・counselor's desire， but the writer wQnders

whether they can really he］p clients． There are so many side

effects． Sociometric appraisal and referral might cause new malad-

justment． Clients might be come more nervous and some of them・

m．ay feel helpless and others m．ay resist． Especially beginners have

lots of chances to ”make errors， in this methods． ln non-dj．rective

“ lbid p．82
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counse）ing the minor errors are harmless and can be regained if

the counselor tried to correct it， Rogers says． He thinks that clients

usually have strong capability to recover． （Rogers thinks the 'm．ost

serious error is to bring out the counse］or's insight before the

client is ready． And the counselor cannot regain most of this kind

of errors．＊） However， the method of tria］一and-erros applied' on a

li'uman mind， is not at all efficient for the client's， recovery． lt

might aggravate the client's state of mind． Even if the counse］or

needs the help of others， he should take a mi．ld way not stimul'ating

the counselee． lt may be because Rogers mostly treats problem

chila'ren who belong ' 高≠奄獅撃?to the fami．ly and who have less

social life tha：n college students or grown ups，、 that he takes：n．oエ1-

directive method． Chi］dren usually have ］ess repression． ln addition

to this， for chi】dren．， the couエ1se】or can apply play therapy in which

they find their outlets of emotion． While， grown ups repress their

emotion， so i．t needs so much pat｛， ence， skiJl and time to treat

them with non-dj．rective method． lt， however， seems that his

approach of helping the client achieve insi， ght by himself is very

effective． To point out to the counselee the issue which his own

insight has not reached or repressed is：n．ot effective iエ1 the results，

shown as Rogers says． This attitude comes from his view of

respecting the c］ient's freedom． The most important thing seems

to be to respect both counselee and counselor himse］f． Patterson＊＊

mentions that if a coun'selor is self-respecting， he finds no need of

forci．ng his counselee to his own aim using rnethods of suggestion，

persuasion and other methods to．evidence his own efficiency．

' Ibid p．300 '“ Ibid p．55
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PatterSon's reference to the fact that he asks counselee whether he

can refer to others， stands on his view that counselors should

respect the counselee's personality

      As for eclectic method， Patterson ＊＊＊ states that as it lacks

unity， its efficiency is dubious． The technic which was deVised

from conflicting frames of reference， later causes contradictions

and conflicts． According to E． A． Hilgard，＊as for the same

method， i｛， some attempt to systematize is not taken， it is difficult

to settle the problem area． Anecdotal evidence is often used in

i： responsi． ble and careless ways if there is a weakness in s ettling the

problem area． Consequently only fruitl ess resu］ts can be expected．

      The idea g｛． community is foreign especially for Japanese． So

the type of guidance l ike sociometric appraisal and referral is

apt to lead to harmful influence on the person in the case． People

tend to exclude the person and feel sgperior． This feeling・might be

expressed in a kind of gossip． So the method has a h｛gh possibility

of failure．

      According to the above mentioned reasons， ． the wri：．ter takes

the view of avoiding referra］ and sociom．etric apprasal in the process

of counseling unless the counselor holding client's details strictly

lest it spread in the people． Only tew ］imi．ted persons who rea］ly

wish the client hapPiness caエ1 participate． H：owever， the special cases

such as danger of suicide， psychopathy and crimina］s are excluded

from the discussion． As for the counselor's responsibility towards

'：‘＊＊ ll）id p．128

“ E．A． Hilgard ： cited in Pattert on's Counseling and Psychotherapy， p．128
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the society， Wre： n＊ 'i‘states that the counselor should keep client's

secret except dapger of suicide， homicide， and treason． He is

standing in the side of a c］ient individUal．'

     At the end of thj．s chapter， the writer would ］ike to cite some

passages which has re］ation with counse］ing technic， from the Bible．

1） Matthew， Ch． 18 vs． 15-17： lf your brother sins against you，

  go and tell him his fault， between you and him alone． lf he

  listens to you， you have gained your brother， but if he does not

  listen， take one or two．others along with you that every word

  may．be confirmed by the evidence of two or three witnesses．

  If he refuses to ］isten to them， tel） it to the c hurch； and if he

  refuses to listen， even to the，6hurch， let him be to you as a

  Gentile and a tax collector．

This is close to the directive method． The writer of the passage

does not give whole hearted approval to the sociemetric approach

but permits the approach and referrel according to the case．

However， there is a certain respect' 狽盾翌≠窒р?the problem person in

keeping his secret at the first step．

2） Galatian， C h． 6， vs． 1： Brethren， if a man is overtaken in any

  trespass， you who are spiritual should restore him in a spirit of

  gent］eness． Look to yourself， lest you too be te'mpted．

This is partly directive but in the point of placing himse）'E on'the

same leve］ with the person in problem， this-is in the side of non-

dirctive．

3） Colossians， Ch，'4， vs． 21： Fathers， do not provoke your children，

  lest they become di， scouraged．

＊＊ C． CrilbeTt Wrenn ： citecl in Patterson's Coun3・elirig and Pg． ychotherapy，

                   p． 37

                            （ ，r8 ）
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        The word dis couraged is translated into Japanese words

        ““grow timid， shrink or become perverse．”

This is very close to ＊Rogers' viewpoint． “CThe most effective

counselors are patient．”

II． Understanding

  1． lntroduction

      Understanding is thought to be one of the most important

capacities of the counselor in process of counseling． Dealing with a

case， a counselor sometimes can be extraordinarily understanding

to certain situations or certain emotion of the client． As C． H．

Patter＄on＊ mentions in ℃ounseling and Psychotherapy”， ““a

counselor often projects the personal problems of his own”， 〈“the

cbunselor's understanding relates with his own emotiona］ experiences”

Some counse］ors avoids stepping into the same area ， of the client's

probl ems when he has deep unfavourabl e feel ings towards his，

emotional experience． Some， on the othet hand， become very

sensitive and understand the probl em very quickl y and even share

the client's fee！ings． lt i．．s true．that the counse］or can deeply

sy叫pathize with the c】ient's壬ee】ings and his pro-blem area． It may

reiease the client from the repression and ．agony under which his

personality is deeply inf luenced． But it can happen only in the case

when the counselor and the client belong to the same pattern of

character． or the counse'ldr has the same experience with that of

the c］ient． However，甲hen a co岨seIor understands too much tO

the extent of enl arging s'ome parts of client's ｛eeling 一 that is， he fails

＊ lbid p．301

＊ lbid p．56
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to make a correct view pf the client's problems and feelings 一 it

is called a kind of bias． He tends ．to go too far in a little

diffexent dirgction and thinks that the client's feelings and cause of

the problem apd his behavior is just the same as his owh， and

really it is n'ot so： Often the understanding whic！j 'goes too far

gauses emotional invQlvement， And in case the client's problem is

mainly of hu皿an relation， the counselor is apt to lnisludge the

situation， because h6 em．phasizes a part of the problem and the

depth of his understanding becomes irregular according to the area

of the ，problem，

     When the counselor's understanding is too far apd he gives a

premature' 鰍浮р№?高?獅煤C he protects the c lient． The client， then， is

apt to' b?モ盾高?dependent． According to Patterson＊ the counse］er

who has a strong socia］ service drj．ve likes to take the role as

．father or mother． He may try to arrange the environment for his

client or protect his client． Very often the insight which the client

achieved is'
≠モ狽浮≠撃撃?the coung．elor's insight． This is not・a favourable

goa］．

  2． Cases

    a） Meg's case

         Meg came to Japan for the purpose of studying Japanese

literature． Her sponsor was an energetic politician whom she found

by herself through a weekly magazine． She' 翌≠?most irritated and

deprgssed when she game to the office to be counseled about her

＊ lbid p．55
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problem with her sponsor's family with whom she was living． His

sponsor was very ki，．nd and very eager to entertain her． However，

he was not the type of person who stopped to think of what Meg

rea］ly wanted． He was always dominating and full of confidence．

Meg was very sensitive and kindhearted； considerate in American

way but she has a strong will． She needed more time to study

and needed tj．me of her own for enjoyment． She tried to please

everybody and so， especia］ly felt an obligation towards her host．

The conflict between her desire to be free and his forced kindness

（and hence her sense of ob］igation） must be softened instantly， But

the fam．ily was enjoying having her wi'th them， and she did not

like to disappoint them． The counselor talked with the family and

she ro．oved into a lodging house． The counselor tried hard not to

disappoint the fam｛ly， but because she evaluated her client's cons-

ideration and kindheartedness highly and sympathized with her

'sensitivi．ty， all through the problem she was too closely involved

on the side of her client． After a year she left with her study not

com．pleted． The counselor understood her cjient's feeling perfectly

but she failed to understand the host's side with the same depth of

understanding． Her understanding was irregular． ln examining

the process of counseJing and what the office did for the student，

the counselor found that she went too ±ar in sympathizing her． She．

tried to remove her emotional barrj．er， 'but she should have known

that' the conception of freedo'm is very different in U． S． and in

Japan． The counselor should explain to Meg how Japanese parents

protect' their daughters． Meg wanted to be m6re freer than

Japanese girls usually are， and wished to act as though she were
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living in her own country． lf she had known a little more accurately

 how Japanese people feel toward their daughters， the conflict

 between her and her host would have been less tense． lf she had

 reached her insight that・she should have tried to' make herself less

 seエ1sitive to adjuSt to a llew environment， it would have been easier

 for her to live in the，new community and finish her study．

     b） Mrs． A． was sensitive and intelligent but decisive and

 strong willed for a womane Her husbaエ1d was supposed to be

 fra：nk， tal：kative aエ1d do：minati：【19． Sh6 had to get his decision for

anything before it was ・cqrried out． Mr． B． haPpened to reveal

 a problem about his married life． His wife had to take a leading

role， because Mr． B． was too weak willed， while B． drank too 'mu' ch，

  almost to his fallure． Mrs． A． sympathized with him in，his situation．

 She thought that all of his situation was just the same as hers． She．

 compared his drinking with her crushing dishes when thi．ngs were

 unbearable． She protected him by every means． She thought even

  his character was just the same as hers， decisive and strong willed

  and able to suppress hi．s feeling so as not to get fight with his wife．

  But really he was indicisive， dependent， weak willed a nd cou］d

  not repress his desire to drink． And she did ndt know how his

  wife had been annoyed by his，weak will and drinking． Mrs． A．

  projected hersel f in her dealings with Mr． B． She sympathj．zed too

  much and made a wrong diagnosis． Atter all her understanding

  towards the wife cannot be deep， because she had no experience in

  having a husband like Mr． B．

・  3． Consideratioエ1

           1t is very effective to be able to aecept all of the client's
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emotion and understand how he is feeling， but it is inevitab］e f or

the counselot to be unfair and have bias sometimes． Out of the

issue which was above mentioned． the writer came to the conclusion
                               '

as follows： however hard a counselor might try to uhderstand the

client's feelings and situations correctly， there seems to be a certqin

boundary in the area and depth of understanding． ln other words

the area and depth of the counselor's understanding rel ates to his

own experience and character．

      For a1】that， acou：【1selor should try to understand a clieエ1t

and be fair to the issue．

      Taking these points into consideration when he needs to

make an hypothesis， a counselor shou］d always think of a］1 the

possible situations and cases which concern an issue． Even if ． a

counselor' @has an hypothesis f or the true cause of the c！．ent's

prob］em， he should be ready to take another way of thinking， and

to see the client and the situation without bias．
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